SPORTS IN REVIEW

A partial review of Tech sports for the year shows the Institute team in seven matches. The score was approximately 40% of the total 1938-39 season.

Football
Kelley Takes Nickerson Prize; Olsen Gets Smith Cup
DINGHY SEASON ENDS

Tennis
relay with spectacular plays and critical
inning, the dorm boys added another
by 7-5. This was a fast game crammed
second game played Sunday morning
plenty of questionable decisions in-
playing Delta Upsilon by a score of
in Tech sports, and showed definite promise for the future.

Baseball

OUTING CLUB GOES TO KATAHADIN AREAL

Baseball Tourney
Near Completion

Phi Mu Delta Capture Lead
As Bennis Hall Trails
A Close Second

With only a few games left to play, the situation is becoming clearer and clearer for the leader position in the Dorrer Baye watch tournament. At present, Phi Mu Delta is leading with 114 Bennis Hall close behind them. The first place of the final round
was taken by the Phi Mu Delta versus Bennis Delta in a score of 0-6. The struggle was close with several
of questionable decisions.

Semin Nears Out D.J.
Bennis Hall needs out D.J. to the second place on Friday morning. This was a high game
entrepreneurial with spectacular plays and critical
time and the 1939-40 season with a strong showing from the

Training: Phases of Intramural Sports

YEAR ENDING PICTURE: Complete Supply

Football May Come To Institute Next Fall According To Rumors

If rumors that are reaching around Tech's gloomy halls bear any kernel of truth, football fans here next fall will not be disappointed. A special committee has made it its business to see if we get a football team here next fall.

The nation's most popular collegiate sport still bears promise in the last thirty-sixty-fourths of the season. In II and 1938, Tech won the coveted Robert W. Vose Cup, won by Lawrence W. Kelbley, for the second year running.

Five Days
The season was covered by five

The Hearst Rifle Trophy, was won by Lawrence W.
The consolation class with its prize, the William E. Nickerson

CROSS COUNTRY ................

Wrestling .............. ..

Track and Field.

As Bemis Hall Trails

Although they had a close season, the squash team was fourth of their eight matches. This is the best season to be promised this year.

FOUR OUT OF SEVEN FOR SQUARE
Although they had a close season, the squash team was fourth of their eight matches. This is the best season to be promised this year.

Outing Club Goes To Katahdin Area

The M.L.T. Outing Club will send the 1939-40 season with a strong showing from the

Vose Trophy

Win By Co last Sunday

Kelley Takes Nickerson Prize; Olsen Gets Smith Cup

The soccer squad broke the all-Tech scoring record despite winning only
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